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Precis:
Through consideration of the surgery’s effect on the biomechanical behavior of the cornea, the accuracy of a finite element model for predicting the outcome of LASIK was improved and validated against clinical observations.
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Abstract:
To develop and validate numerical models of the laser in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) procedure through considering its effect on corneal biomechanical behavior. 3D finite element models of the human eye were developed to simulate LASIK. The models’ predictions of post-operative corneal elevation, corneal refractive power with vector decomposition (M-c-pos, J0-c-pos, J45-c-pos) and refractive error correction (M-rec, J0-rec, J45-rec) were compared against clinical data obtained for 28 eyes of 28 patients. A parallel exercise was conducted to estimate the post-operative corneal shape using a shape subtraction method (SSM) – which does not consider the effects of LASIK on corneal mechanical behavior – and the results are compared with the finite element method (FEM). A significant decrease in elevation differences between FEM predictions and clinical data was found compared with the differences between SSM results and clinical data (p= 0.000). In addition, there were no significant differences in post-operative equivalent sperical corneal refractive power between FEM results and corresponding clinical data (M-c-pos: p= 0.501), while SSM showed significant differences with clinical data (M-c-pos: p= 0.000). Further, FEM achieved a predicted value of M-c-pos within ±1.00D accuracy in 100% of cases, compared with 57% achieved by the SSM. M-rec predicted by FEM was not significantly different from clinical results (p= 0.085), while SSM overestimated it (p= 0.000). The match between LASIK numerical model predictions with clinical measurements improved significantly when the procedure’s effect on corneal biomechanical behavior was considered. This outcome has important implications on efforts to develop planning tools for refractive surgery.
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Introduction
Corneal refractive surgeries were developed to correct the eye’s refractive errors (RE) and reduce dependency on prescription glasses and contact lenses. Of these procedures, laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) is most commonly performed, achieving significant success in reducing spherical and cylindrical refractive errors. Several follow-up studies have illustrated its potential to reduce refractive errors to below +/- 1.00 D in more than 90% of eyes (Yuen et al., 2010), (Reinstein et al., 2012; Tomita et al., 2013).

LASIK, and similar procedures such as small incision lenticule extraction (SMILE) and photorefractive keratectomy (PRK), modify the curvature of the anterior corneal surface through ablation of the stromal tissue in order to bring the light rays’ focal point closer to the retina. Recent technological developments have enabled improvements in the LASIK procedure including: (1) higher resolution of laser instruments to smoothen the ablation surface and achieve better control of the ablation profile (Roberts, 2000); (2) introduction of femtosecond lasers to improve control of flap depth (Farjo et al., 2013); and (3) replacing “lamellar ablation” with “surface ablation” to reduce damage to corneal microstructure introduced by surgery (Wang et al., 2008). A further potential development to improve the outcome of LASIK procedures could be through consideration of the procedure’s effects on corneal biomechanical behavior, which has been attempted in earlier studies and forms the main aim of the current work (Roberts, 2000, 2005).

Though it is inevitable that loss of tissue (due to ablation) and tissue separation (due to creating a flap) will lead to changes in the biomechanical performance of the cornea – and, hence, its deformation under intraocular pressure (IOP) – in practice, these changes are largely ignored. Indeed, taking into consideration these changes, the cornea takes a post-operative shape, which may be distinct from that assumed with the common shape subtraction method (SSM) (Dupps and Wilson, 2006; Roberts, 2000).

In the present study, an attempt is made to assess the importance of the biomechanical effects of LASIK in accurately predicting the procedure’s post-operative outcome. Finite element models that consider LASIK as a mechanical action are generated in this context and validated using patient-specific models of 28 human eyes; the outcome is then compared quantitatively to that of the commonly used SSM, which ignores the mechanical effects of surgery on ocular behavior.

Materials and Methods
Patient and data collection
Validation of LASIK numerical models used clinical data obtained for 28 eyes of 28 patients (16 male and 12 female) aged between 18 and 38 years (mean 23.8±4.7 years) who had LASIK surgery for myopia with astigmatism at the Eye Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University. The exclusion criteria included a history of ocular disease, surgery and/or trauma, intraocular pressure over 21 mmHg, best spectacle corrected visual acuity less than 16/20, stopping use of contact lenses for less than two weeks, spherical equivalent of more than 0.50D or less than -10.00D, cylindrical refractive error or corneal astigmatism of more than 2.00D. The study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Ethic Committee of the Eye Hospital, WenZhou Medical University. Signed informed consent was obtained from each participant after explaining the procedure.

Manifest refractive error (RE) before and 3 months after surgery was measured with a phoroptor (Nidek RT-2100; Nidek Inc, Gamagori, Japan) in the conventional notation of sphere, negative cylinder, and cylindrical axis. Pre and postoperative sphere and negative cylinder of RE were converted to refractive vector components (M​re, J0-re and J45-re) based on vector analysis described in a previous study (McCullough et al., 2014). Then M​re, J0-re and J45-re were corrected for the vertex distance of the cornea, which was presumed as 12 mm from the phoropter (Mello et al., 2013). The change in the manifest refraction, calculated by subtracting the postoperative RE from the preoperative RE, was considered the refractive error correction (REC) by the laser surgery (M​rec = M-re-pos – M-re-pre, J0-rec = J0-re-pos – J0-re-preand J45-rec = J45-re-pos – J45-re-pos).

For each eye, information was collected pre- and post-surgery, including optical zone diameter (OZD), corneal diameter (CD), corneal elevation map, corneal thickness map, axial length (AL) and intraocular pressure (IOP). OZD is a surgery parameter obtained from the patient’s medical history. CD, corneal elevation map and thickness map (the last two obtained with values at discrete points with 0.1 mm in both nasal-temporal and superior-inferior directions), were acquired using a Pentacam (OCULUS Optikgerate GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany). AL was measured by an A-scan ultrasound device (Compuscan UAB 1000; Storz Inc, St. Louis, MO, USA), whilst IOP was measured with a dynamic contour tonometer (DCT; SMT Swiss Microtechonology AG, Switzerland).

In the LASIK procedure, a single-use head 90 microkeratome (M2, Moria, Antony, France) was used to create a nasal hinged flap in all eyes. This step was followed by tissue ablation carried out using the laser instrument (Allegretto Wave Eye-Q 400, WaveLight, German). The size and depth of the flap were measured by an OCT device (Visante OCT; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, California, USA, Figure 1) in 3 months post-LASIK. The depth of ablated tissue was exported at a limited number of sampling locations, with 0.50 mm radial spacing in twelve directions (with 30-degree intervals).

Construction of numerical models
Numerical models simulating LASIK surgery in each of the 28 eyes considered were constructed in the finite element (FE) software package ABAQUS 6.13 (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., Rhode Island, USA). The models adopted the following basic features from previous studies: representation of the outer ocular tunic; consideration of the corneal and scleral thickness variation (Elsheikh et al., 2010a; Whitford et al., 2015) ; regional variation of corneal and scleral mechanical properties; and lower stiffness of the epithelium and endothelium compared with the stroma (Elsheikh et al., 2008). The models employed 44100 fifteen-noded quadratic triangular prism elements arranged in 3 element layers, and 25 and 45 element rings in the cornea and sclera, respectively, Figure 2A. The use of this mesh density was based on an earlier convergence analysis (Anderson et al., 2004), which ensured both simulation accuracy and computational efficiency. To prevent rigid-body motion, the models were restrained in the anterior-posterior direction along the equator, and in both the superior-inferior and temporal-nasal directions at posterior pole. A fluid cavity enclosed by the internal surface of the eye globe was modelled and used to simulate the effect of the intraocular pressure. The models’ two internal layers incorporated an Ogden material model that represented the hyperelastic, isotropic and incompressible behavior of the stroma of both the cornea and sclera (Ogden, 1997) and used material parameters derived in earlier studied for eyes aged 30 years – due to the small range of participants and to avoid extrapolation beyond the 30 - 90 year range covered in the earlier studies (Whitford et al., 2015) (Elsheikh et al., 2010b) (Elsheikh et al., 2010a). The Ogden material model is expressed as
								(1)
where  is the strain energy potential,  are deviatoric principal stretches with  being total volume strain and  principal stretches, and  is the elastic volume strain. ,  and  are material parameters that represent the tissue’s hyperelasticity and compressibility, and  are set to 0 to account for the cornea’s nearly incompressibility. The first-order material parameters ( and ) adopted in this study for all regions of the eye globe are given in Table 1. The models also incorporated an external layer with 50 μm thickness and 10% stromal stiffness to represent the corneal epithelium based on earlier experimental findings (Elsheikh et al., 2008) (Figure 2B). However, the corneal endothelium was omitted due to its small thickness and low overall mechanical contribution. The Ogden model, used in the study to describe material behavior, was considered compatible with the quasi-static loading experienced under IOP and the changes in biomechanics experienced in refractive surgery. The long-term changes in tissue behavior – observed in the months long follow up period – are not caused by the viscoelasticity of the tissue but by changes in its microstructure, due to wound healing and the change in stress distribution caused by ablation and flap separation.

The LASIK flap part of the model included a layer representing the epithelium and another including the stromal part, Figure 2B. Under the flap, another layer represented the ablated tissue, which was isolated from the residual stroma and was later removed to simulate the ablation process (Figure 2C). The postoperative wound healing effect was considered in a similar way to that reported in Dupps et al (Seven et al., 2016).

Eye-specific numerical models
The models were first built using average eye dimensions, then modified to suit individual eyes in terms of both tomography and axial length. This step involved modifying corneal shape to fit patient-specific elevation measurements and stretching the sclera to suit the clinical axial length.

The anterior corneal elevation and the corneal thickness maps for each eye were fitted to 10th order Zernike polynomials to allow calculation of node coordinates at any location and the corresponding thickness. The incomplete coverage of topography and thickness maps (limited to central 8 mm diameter zone) made it necessary to interpolate between the edges of these maps and the limbal profile characterized in earlier studies (Elsheikh et al., 2010a), while following the ellipsoid surface that offered the best match with the anterior corneal topography (Figure 3).

Due to the lack of information on the sclera’s shape and size, the sclera part of the model assumed spherical topography of the sclera’s outer surface with a radius of 11.5 mm. The sclera model was then stretched to meet the corresponding clinical measurement of axial length.

Simulation of LASIK surgery
The corneal flap and stromal ablation profiles were obtained for each of the 28 eyes considered. The flap dimensions and thickness distribution were determined using manual detection of the flap in OCT images, Figure 1. The data points obtained were spaced at 0.2 mm in two orthogonal directions and were fitted to 2nd order Zernike polynomials due to the small number of thickness values available. Similarly, the ablation profiles were exported at measurement points with 0.5 mm spacing and fitted to 4th order Zernike polynomials.

The models were then subjected to an iterative process to determine their stress-free forms, or the model shapes if the IOP were to be removed (Pandolfi and Holzapfel, 2008) (Elsheikh et al., 2013). Once this model form was determined, the ablation region was removed, the flap moved down to fill the gap, and contact created between the flap and residual stroma to prevent the two components penetrating each other. The models were loaded by increasing the internal fluid pressure to the patient-specific IOP and the resulting corneal shape was recorded for later comparisons with the clinical elevation maps and clinical refractive power measurements.

Final coordinates of model nodes located within the central area with 3mm diameter were fitted to 10th order Zernike polynomials, which were then used to estimate Z (anterior-posterior) coordinates of points with the same X and Y coordinates as those of the post-operative clinical elevation data. The root mean square (RMS) of the differences between the two sets of numerical and clinical Z coordinates was calculated for each included eye and used as one of the assessment criteria of model effectiveness.

Computation of corneal refractive power
Parallel rays with a 0.2 mm spacing were applied on the cornea and their refraction at both the anterior and posterior surfaces determined by Snell’s law. Zernike expressions of the two corneal surfaces were used to determine the intersection points and the corresponding normal vectors needed to follow the light refraction. The wavefront just emerging from the posterior surface was determined by the refracted rays and fitted to Zernike polynomials up to the 10th order. The first and second derivatives of this Zernike expression were then used to calculate the principal curvatures  and their corresponding principal directions  at any point (x, y) on the wavefront, based on the differential geometry method (Pressley, 2010). The local vergence of the wavefront was calculated by where n is the refractive index of the aqueous humor. The refractive power of the cornea was then calculated in a power vector form (Thibos et al., 1997):
				(1)
where  is the mean local spherical equivalent of corneal refractive power, and  and  are the local astigmatism at 0-degree and 45-degree meridians, respectively. Numerical integration was then used to determine the average values of the power components in Equation (1) over the central 3-mm region, denoting M-C, J0-C, J45-C. As indicated in Dupps’ study (Seven et al., 2016), the changes in these values from preoperative to postoperative were considered as the refractive error correction by the finite element method (FEM) and SSM (M​rec = M-c-pos – M-c-pre, J0-rec = J0-c-pos – J0-c-pre  and J45-rec  = J45-c-pos – J45-c-pos).

Shape subtraction model of LASIK
In addition to the numerical models, the topography and surgery data was analyzed using a shape subtraction method (Cano et al., 2004; Roberts, 2000) that considered only the removal of ablated tissue from the anterior surface of the cornea. In this method, the posterior surface of the cornea is assumed to undergo no displacement with surgery and the biomechanical effect of surgery on the cornea’s response to IOP loading is not considered. The predicted post-operative topography from the SSM was compared to the clinical topography in a similar form to the numerical modeling results.

Statistical analysis
The RMS of elevation differences between FEM or SSM results, comparison between the changes in power observed in SSM and FEM and the real change in manifest refraction, comparison of post-operative corneal refractive power (as predicted by the FEM and SSM) with the clinical data obtained 3-months post-operation and the clinical data conducted using paired-sample t test. The comparison of the FEM and SSM’s accuracy were statistically investigated with the Bland - Altman plots. The dependence of the FEM and SSM’s accuracy on gender was assessed through one sample t test. Correlation analyses were conducted using the Pearson’s or Spearman linear correlation factor according to a normal distribution test. A P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Numerical analysis
A typical numerical model of LASIK inflated by IOP is illustrated in Figure 4, where stress levels are indicated through color variation. Narrow gaps are evident at the flap edges, which are largest opposite the sites of the hinges (Figure 4A). The flap clearly bears significantly less stress compared to the rest of the cornea except for the site close to the flap hinge (Figure 4B).

Clinical measurements
For the 28 myopic human eyes included in this study, there was a wide range of AL (24.00 to 27.47 mm), CCT (490 to 587 µm) and IOP (13.6 to 21.00 mmHg). The mean programmed refraction correction was -4.43±1.24 D (-1.5 ~ -7D) for the spherical component and -0.53±0.44 D (0 ~ -1.5D) for the cylindrical component. Anterior corneal topographies, corneal thickness maps, flap thickness maps, and ablation profile samples were fitted to Zernike polynomials up to order 10, 10, 2, and 4, respectively, with RMS fitting errors of 0.34±0.03 μm , 0.33±0.02 μm, 5.9±1.57 μm, 2.78±1.41 μm, respectively.

Post-operative corneal elevation
For each of the 28 eyes considered, FEM produced less RMS of elevation differences with the post-operative clinical data compared with the SSM results (1.56±0.50 μm, 0.84 ~ 2.43 μm) vs (2.74±0.79 μm, 1.18 ~ 4.19 μm); all of these were not correlated with age (SSM: r= 0.015, p= 0.942; FEM: r= -0.130, p= 0.519) and remained similar among male and female subjects (SSM: p= 0.255; FEM: p= 0.989). Statistically, the RMS of elevation differences between FEM analyses and clinical data was significantly lower than those between SSM results and clinical data (p=0.00).

Post-operative corneal refractive power
Tables 2 and 3 show individual M-C, J0-C, J45-C of clinical and simulation values (SSM and FEM) for the pre- and post-LASIK states, respectively. The analysis results of corneal refractive power and astigmatism show no significant differences between clinical data and corresponding FEM (∆M-c-pos: 0.05±0.38 D, p= 0.501; ∆J0-c-pos: 0.02±0.34 D, p= 0.811; ∆J45-c-pos: -0.01±0.14 D, p= 0.854), while there were significant differences between SSM post-LASIK corneal refractive power predictions and clinical data for the same area for ∆M-c-pos (-0.93±0.45 D, p= 0.000), but not ∆J0-c-pos (0.05±0.39 D, p= 0.494) and ∆J45-c-pos (0.00±0.17 D, p= 0.895).

Comparisons between predicted postoperative spherical equivalent corneal refractive power (M-c-pos), obtained using FEM and SSM – for the 28 eyes considered are shown in Figure 5A. The results showed a consistent trend, in which FEM results were closer to clinical measurements, while SSM underestimate corneal refractive power. All of these differences with clinical data were not correlated with age in both SSM (r= -0.241, p= 0.216) and FEM (r= -0.275, p= 0.157) and remained similar between male and female subjects (SSM: p= 0.464; FEM: p= 0.343). According to these results, FEM was successful in predicting post-operative corneal spherical power (M-c-pos) with errors within ±0.50D and ±1.00D in 82% and 100% of eyes, respectively. With SSM, the corresponding percentages of eyes were 21% and 57%. Additionally, the mean differences between FEM and clinical measurements were much closer to zero compared with the SSM as shown in the Bland-Altman plots of Figure 6A and 6B.

Table 4 shows the value for refractive power correction for each patient, as well as the model-predicted corneal refractive power change and the vertex-corrected change after LASIK. The scatterplot graph (Figure 5B) also demonstrates a strong correlation between predicted changes in spherical power correction and corneal vertex–corrected changes in actual RE manifest refraction. Spherical refractive error correction predicted by FEM (M-rec) was not significantly different from clinical results (p= 0.085), while SSM overestimated the spherical power correction compared with clinical results (p= 0.000). All of these differences with clinical data were not correlated with age in both SSM (r= -0.114, p= 0.564) and FEM (r= -0.158, p= 0.422) and remained similar between male and female subjects (SSM: p= 0.837; FEM: p= 0.688). Further, the mean differences between FEM and clinical measurements were much closer to zero compared with the SSM as shown in the Bland-Altman plots of Figure 6C and 6D.

Discussion
The cornea is composed of a series of stacked lamellae of collagen fibers embedded within an extracellular matrix. The lamellae, which run mainly parallel to the cornea’s surfaces, are in a state of tension due to the action of the intraocular pressure (IOP). As part of the LASIK procedure, the anterior lamellae are severed by flap creation and tissue ablation, forcing a significant change in the way the cornea acts mechanically to resist the IOP. Further, the flap, once cut, does not completely heal and hence remains ineffective as a mechanical component of the cornea (Chang and Stulting, 2005; Schmack et al., 2005; Sinha Roy et al., 2014). These changes in the cornea’s behavior likely lead to notable changes in its shape under IOP and, hence, its post-operative refractive power.

Several attempts have been made to improve understanding of the biomechanical changes induced by LASIK. Cano et al (Cano et al., 2004) simulated LASIK outcome using the mathematical shape subtraction method, which ignored the effect of surgery on corneal biomechanics, and reported large discrepancies between the outcome predictions and those measured clinically. Other studies mainly centered on the FE method as the most versatile in simulating ocular mechanical behavior and the surgical steps taken in refractive procedures. Among the most notable early examples is a 3D FE model of the cornea and anterior sclera, developed by Deenadayalu et al. that allowed simulation of the changes in refractive power caused by creation of the LASIK flap, though did not address the corneal thickness reduction caused by laser ablation (Deenadayalu et al., 2006). A further effort by Roy et al comprised a 2D whole-globe model in which the ablation profile was computed via classic Munnerlyn formula, and the flap simulated without a hinge due to the 2D nature of the model (Roy and Dupps, 2009).

More advanced models were later created by Roy and Dupps with patient-specific, clinically-measured corneal topography (Roy and Dupps, 2011). The models considered corneal anisotropic and micro-structural material properties, corneal wound healing, and varied, aspheric flap and ablation profiles determined by Munnerlynn formula; however, although the flap was simulated, its effective separation from the residual stroma and relatively free nature immediately following the procedure were not considered (Sinha Roy et al., 2014) (Roy and Dupps, 2011).

More recent studies demonstrated the effectiveness of LASIK FE models in predicting the surgical outcome as measured by corneal keratometry obtained through analysis of the anterior corneal surface (Seven et al., 2016), (Dupps and Seven, 2016). While the studies sought to achieve accuracy through close representation of patient tomography and the LASIK procedures, they adopted the same value of IOP (15 mmHg) in all models, the same flap thickness (110 μm), and assumed ablation profiles from the literature (Mrochen et al., 2004).

The aim of this study is to develop and validate a numerical simulation procedure for LASIK, which considers the surgery’s effect on corneal biomechanical behavior. The models presented in this paper were intended to closely represent the eye’s tomography, material behavior and loading conditions, and mimic the surgical procedure including the tissue ablation and free flap. Except for the material parameters, which cannot currently be measured in-vivo, the data needed were measured clinically. The models included full representation of the cornea and sclera in order to avoid the non-physiological boundary conditions attributed to a model limited to the cornea alone (Wang, 2016).

In order to validate the models against clinical data, the models were designed to adopt patient-specific corneal tomography, intraocular pressure and axial length data, and a strategy based on Zernike fitting was used to represent the profiles of ablation and flap thickness. The flap measurements were obtained through OCT imaging, which enabled identification of the boundary between the flap and the rest of the stroma. The flap information, which was obtained post-surgery but not expected to have undergone changes from before surgery due to the unstressed nature of the flap, was used in the FE models. Moreover, the relatively accurate ablation profile was exported at sampled points, removing a major source of uncertainty in LASIK simulation. Light-ray tracing and wave-front analyses were used to evaluate post-operative corneal refractive power, which involved both anterior and posterior surfaces of the cornea and its thickness, and provided information in both spherical-equivalent refractive power and astigmatism. In order to avoid statistical bias related to the use of both eyes of a patient, a single eye was randomly selected from each of the 28 patients involved.

The FE models demonstrated a consistently closer fit to clinical data compared with the results using the shape subtraction method (SSM), in which the biomechanical effect of LASIK on corneal behavior was ignored. Significantly better performance of the FEM is evident in the reduced RMS of differences in corneal elevation, and improved predictions of post-operative corneal refractive power. There were no significant differences between clinical examinations obtained 3 months after surgery and the results derived from FEM. The mean RMS in elevation difference remained below 2 μm in the central 3 mm zones of the cornea. FEM further achieved a prediction error in corneal refractive power within ±0.50D and ±1.00D in 82% and 100% of the considered eyes, respectively, whilst SSM elicited results of 21% and 57%. Since the same material setting was used for all subjects, the variation of material stiffness with different age and gender could not be reflected in FEM analysis, which make the accuracy of the FEM not differ from the varied age and gender of the subject.

However, the study had some limitations that should be noted. Firstly, the FE models developed in study did not rely on tissue microstructure to simulate the stiffness distribution and the anisotropy of behavior. This decision was taken as current information on ocular microstructure is still limited – mainly covering the cornea and information on scleral microstructure is still incomplete. Further, the changes in microstructure caused by wound healing are still not fully quantified. These points made it difficult to use microstructure-based models representing the whole eye globe and simulating the changes caused by surgery. Secondly, earlier evidence suggests an increase in collagen lamellae interweaving in the anterior stroma compared with the posterior stroma (Komai and Ushiki, 1991). Since this variation in microstructure may cause differences in biomechanical behavior – with interweaving possibly leading to increased mechanical stiffness – ignoring this effect, which has not been quantified experimentally yet, may lead to a slight underestimation of the effect of LASIK on the biomechanics of the eye post-surgery. Thirdly, average ex-vivo corneal biomechanical properties were used in this study and a single set of material properties were assumed in all models. Lack of reliable in-vivo measurements capable of characterizing true corneal material properties in individual eyes could have affected the results. However, the sensitivity of the FE models to changes in material properties was not high as indicated by an initial parametric study, where material properties corresponding to ages between 30 and 90 years were assigned to the cornea and the RMS topography fit between the model prediction and clinical measurement only changed by 0.20 microns over the central, 3mm diameter, corneal region.

FE modelling has been employed in this study to accurately simulate the LASIK refractive procedure and validate the outcome using a clinical dataset. The results indicate the importance of accounting for corneal biomechanics in predicting response to the surgical procedure and, in particular, the post-operative corneal shape and refractive power. That is, FE modeling was a more accurate predictor than SSM for both the shape of the post-operative anterior corneal surface, and corneal refractive power. These results give confidence for the use of numerical modelling methods to simulate other surgical procedures and improve the outcome of refractive surgeries through the development of planning tools.
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Figure 1 An example of manual classification of flap boundary in an OCT image


Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of the numerical model with A showing the basic components including the cornea, sclera and limbus zones, B illustrating the surface epithelium layer (blue color), and C the isolated ablation layer (red color)




Figure 3 Interpolation between the central corneal area mapped by the Pentacam and the idealized limbal zone, whose profile follows reported dimensions




Figure 4. Cross-sectional (A) and top views (B) of a typical LASIK model with stress distribution within the tissue indicated through color variation


Figure 5 Comparison of both FEM and SSM predictions versus clinical measurements of post-operative corneal spherical power, M-c-pos, (A) and spherical power correction, M-rec, (B). FEM = finite element method; SSM = shape subtraction method


Figure 6 Bland Altmann analysis of both FEM and SSM predictions versus clinical measurements of post-operative corneal spherical power, M-c-pos, (A, B) and spherical power correction, M-rec, (C, D). FEM = finite element method; SSM = shape subtraction method, Cli = clinical measurements

Table 1. First order Ogden parameters of different regions of the ocular globe
Regions	Material parameters
	μ1	α1
Cornea	0.0541	110.4
Anterior sclera	0.2709	150.0
Equatorial sclera	0.1806	150.0
Posterior sclera	0.1332	150.0




Table 2. Individual corneal refractive power values based on clinical and predicted post-LASIK geometries
	Clinical	SSM	FEM
Patient	M-c-pos	J0-c-pos	J45-c-pos	M-c-pos	J0-c-pos	J45-c-pos	M-c-pos	J0-c-pos	J45-c-pos
1	36.45	0.41	0.12	35.92	-0.18	0.11	36.93	-0.26	0.05
2	38.22	0.19	0.23	36.76	0.61	0.36	37.93	0.43	0.29
3	39.03	-0.39	-0.2	38.66	-0.16	-0.56	39.36	-0.19	-0.52
4	39.77	-0.15	0.04	38.96	0	0.08	39.81	0.06	0.04
5	38.95	0.06	-0.03	38.27	0.06	-0.01	39.36	0.09	-0.03
6	37.23	0.16	-0.02	35.71	0.09	0.06	36.88	0.03	-0.01
7	36.33	-0.37	0.33	35.98	-0.5	0.2	37.08	-0.61	0.27
8	40.34	-0.71	0.03	39.97	-0.22	-0.06	40.56	-0.27	-0.02
9	38.05	-0.16	0.21	36.34	-0.29	0.2	37.54	-0.22	0.2
10	40.57	-0.11	0.09	39.84	0.12	0.12	40.69	0.04	0.08
11	37.68	0.16	-0.11	36.49	0.35	0.06	37.48	0.3	0.07
12	37.66	0.04	-0.32	36.06	0.12	-0.07	37.01	0.14	-0.08
13	35.66	0.2	0.14	35.17	0.1	0.05	35.89	0.09	0.03
14	34.94	0.28	0.1	34.22	0.95	-0.34	35.59	0.79	-0.27
15	36.75	-0.12	0.34	36.4	-0.71	0.38	37.15	-0.66	0.34
16	37.86	0.03	0.2	37.18	0.19	0.01	38.27	0.14	0.02
17	36.97	0.38	0.2	36.69	-0.14	0.32	37.62	-0.1	0.27
18	39.48	-0.1	-0.06	38.58	-0.01	-0.12	39.1	-0.06	-0.1
19	38.42	-0.22	0.01	37.25	-0.2	0.1	38.2	-0.17	0.05
20	40.11	-0.09	0.05	38.78	1.18	-0.28	40.03	0.97	-0.17
21	37.3	0.11	-0.2	36.32	0.49	-0.26	37.44	0.4	-0.21
22	33.55	0.11	-0.04	32.02	-0.17	0.07	33.67	-0.24	0.06
23	40.36	-0.03	0.14	38.74	-0.19	0.17	39.89	-0.19	0.2
24	41.31	-0.16	-0.28	40.28	-0.24	-0.15	41.26	-0.22	-0.15
25	38.09	0.31	-0.01	36.97	-0.01	-0.04	37.78	0.04	-0.02
26	34.41	-0.16	-0.18	33.13	-0.25	-0.11	34.14	-0.23	-0.07
27	40.78	-0.06	0	40.26	0.14	0.31	40.76	0.08	0.24
28	38.03	0.27	0.01	37.21	0.17	0.07	38.25	0.14	0.09
SSM = shape subtraction method, FEM = finite element method, M-c-pos = post-operative equivalent sperical corneal refractive power, J0-c-pos = post-operative corneal astigmatic refractive power at 0-degree, J45-c-pos = post-operative corneal astigmatic refractive power at 45-degree.




Table 3. Individual corneal refractive power comparisons based on clinical and predicted post-LASIK geometries
	SSM-Clinical	FEM-Clinical
Patient	∆M-c-pos	∆J0-c-pos	∆J45-c-pos	∆M-c-pos	∆J0-c-pos	∆J45-c-pos
1	-0.53	-0.59	-0.01	0.48	-0.67	-0.07
2	-1.46	0.42	0.13	-0.29	0.24	0.06
3	-0.37	0.23	-0.36	0.33	0.2	-0.32
4	-0.81	0.15	0.04	0.04	0.21	0
5	-0.68	0	0.02	0.41	0.03	0
6	-1.52	-0.07	0.08	-0.35	-0.13	0.01
7	-0.35	-0.13	-0.13	0.75	-0.24	-0.06
8	-0.37	0.49	-0.09	0.22	0.44	-0.05
9	-1.71	-0.13	-0.01	-0.51	-0.06	-0.01
10	-0.73	0.23	0.03	0.12	0.15	-0.01
11	-1.19	0.19	0.17	-0.2	0.14	0.18
12	-1.6	0.08	0.25	-0.65	0.1	0.24
13	-0.49	-0.1	-0.09	0.23	-0.11	-0.11
14	-0.72	0.67	-0.44	0.65	0.51	-0.37
15	-0.35	-0.59	0.04	0.4	-0.54	0
16	-0.68	0.16	-0.19	0.41	0.11	-0.18
17	-0.28	-0.52	0.12	0.65	-0.48	0.07
18	-0.9	0.09	-0.06	-0.38	0.04	-0.04
19	-1.17	0.02	0.09	-0.22	0.05	0.04
20	-1.33	1.27	-0.33	-0.08	1.06	-0.22
21	-0.98	0.38	-0.06	0.14	0.29	-0.01
22	-1.53	-0.28	0.11	0.12	-0.35	0.1
23	-1.62	-0.16	0.03	-0.47	-0.16	0.06
24	-1.03	-0.08	0.13	-0.05	-0.06	0.13
25	-1.12	-0.32	-0.03	-0.31	-0.27	-0.01
26	-1.28	-0.09	0.07	-0.27	-0.07	0.11
27	-0.52	0.2	0.31	-0.02	0.14	0.24
28	-0.82	-0.1	0.06	0.22	-0.13	0.08
SSM = shape subtraction method, FEM = finite element method, M-c-pos = post-operative equivalent sperical corneal refractive power, J0-c-pos = post-operative corneal astigmatic refractive power at 0-degree, J45-c-pos = post-operative corneal astigmatic refractive power at 45-degree; ∆M-c-pos =  ∆M-c-pos (FEM or SSM) - ∆M-c-pos (Clinical), ∆J0-c-pos =  ∆J0-c-pos (FEM or SSM) - ∆J0-c-pos (Clinical), ∆J45-c-pos = ∆J45-c-pos (FEM or SSM) - ∆J45-c-pos (Clinical)






Table 4. Individual refractive power corrections based on clinical and predicted post-LASIK geometries
	Clinical	SSM	FEM
Patient	M-rec	J0-rec	J45-rec	M-rec	J0-rec	J45-rec	M-rec	J0-rec	J45-rec
1	-6.67 	0.83 	-0.21 	-7.77 	0.16 	0.22 	-6.75 	0.08 	0.16 
2	-4.82 	2.12 	0.64 	-6.29 	1.43 	0.54 	-5.12 	1.25 	0.47 
3	-5.06 	-0.16 	-0.19 	-5.44 	0.11 	-0.01 	-4.74 	0.07 	0.02 
4	-3.33 	0.57 	-0.48 	-4.32 	0.44 	-0.17 	-3.46 	0.49 	-0.21 
5	-5.43 	-0.49 	0.04 	-6.37 	-0.06 	0.07 	-5.27 	-0.04 	0.05 
6	-5.19 	0.57 	0.32 	-6.60 	0.72 	0.27 	-5.43 	0.66 	0.20 
7	-6.18 	0.56 	-0.05 	-6.73 	0.18 	-0.14 	-5.62 	0.08 	-0.08 
8	-3.71 	-0.49 	0.09 	-3.85 	-0.08 	-0.02 	-3.27 	-0.13 	0.02 
9	-5.68 	1.56 	-0.98 	-7.45 	0.61 	-0.11 	-6.25 	0.68 	-0.11 
10	-3.33 	0.62 	-0.12 	-4.37 	0.60 	0.13 	-3.51 	0.52 	0.10 
11	-4.69 	0.00 	0.00 	-5.89 	0.10 	-0.06 	-4.90 	0.05 	-0.05 
12	-4.94 	0.00 	0.00 	-5.97 	0.02 	0.03 	-5.02 	0.04 	0.02 
13	-4.82 	0.24 	-0.04 	-5.67 	0.14 	0.00 	-4.95 	0.13 	-0.03 
14	-6.42 	1.46 	-0.21 	-7.46 	1.26 	-0.39 	-6.09 	1.10 	-0.33 
15	-3.71 	-0.46 	0.17 	-4.75 	-0.42 	0.21 	-4.00 	-0.36 	0.17 
16	-5.31 	0.66 	-0.02 	-6.58 	0.46 	-0.17 	-5.49 	0.41 	-0.16 
17	-4.82 	0.04 	0.24 	-5.69 	0.09 	0.26 	-4.76 	0.13 	0.20 
18	-3.46 	0.38 	0.32 	-3.95 	0.29 	0.07 	-3.43 	0.23 	0.10 
19	-5.19 	1.47 	0.10 	-6.27 	0.25 	0.25 	-5.32 	0.28 	0.20 
20	-4.70 	1.44 	-0.83 	-6.50 	1.82 	-0.59 	-5.26 	1.62 	-0.49 
21	-5.19 	1.42 	-0.39 	-6.41 	0.99 	-0.24 	-5.28 	0.90 	-0.19 
22	-7.16 	0.00 	0.00 	-8.79 	0.15 	-0.19 	-7.14 	0.09 	-0.20 
23	-4.94 	0.48 	-0.04 	-6.43 	0.21 	-0.11 	-5.29 	0.21 	-0.08 
24	-4.20 	0.23 	-0.16 	-5.35 	0.24 	0.05 	-4.37 	0.27 	0.04 
25	-3.83 	0.23 	-0.08 	-5.28 	0.15 	-0.07 	-4.47 	0.20 	-0.05 
26	-7.16 	-0.33 	0.06 	-8.06 	-0.07 	-0.22 	-7.05 	-0.05 	-0.17 
27	-1.73 	0.75 	0.63 	-2.32 	0.53 	0.42 	-1.82 	0.47 	0.36 
28	-3.58 	1.20 	0.12 	-4.95 	0.41 	-0.05 	-3.91 	0.39 	-0.03 
SSM = shape subtraction method, FEM = finite element method, The change in the manifest refraction, calculated by subtracting the postoperative refractive error (RE) from the preoperative RE, was considered the refractive error correction (REC) by the laser surgery (M¬rec = M-re-pos – M-re-pre, J0-rec = J0-re-pos – J0-re-preand J45-rec  = J45-re-pos – J45-re-pos).
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